
Working together
for a safer world

Additive Manufacturing Qualification 
Workshop

What are the safety and quality criteria that need to be satisfied to 
achieve product certification?

Additive manufacturing is a relative newcomer to the world of industrial manufacturing. Requirements for AM product certification 
are still being shaped through the use and creation of codes and standards.That leaves two challenges for manufacurers:

• Where requirements do not exist within accepted codes and standards, what technical requirements for production can be used 
to demonstrate equivalency with traditionally accepted manufacturing methods?

• Where requirements do exist, how can these be interpreted and applied to different industries, materials, parts and applications 
to ensure products are safe during installation, use and maintenance?

This training is suited for a manufacturer’s design, production and QA/QC staff. We are able to tailor the workshop to meet client 
requirements. Get in touch to discuss how we can support your organisation.
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Lloyd’s Register has created this 
document for manufacturers 
currently using additive 
manufacturing or considering using 
additive manufacturing technologies.

The Guidance Notes provide a 
framework that manufacturers can 
follow to achieve certification with 
LR. 

The Guidance Notes address the 
following topics:

• Considerations for suitability of 
AM 

• Organisational requirements
• Training and qualifications
• Design
• Software translation
• Control of powder feedstock
• Build
• Post processing
• Inspection and testing
• Intellectual property issues

Download your copy at www.lr.org/amguidance.

www.lr.org/additive-manufacturing

Guidance Notes for Additive 
Manufacturing of Metallic Parts
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Lloyd’s Register applies 
its expert knowledge and 
independence to help clients 
and regulators design, 
construct and operate their 
capital intensive assets 
and businesses to their 
highest levels of safety and 
performance.

Our world class expertise 
allows us to resolve and 
share solutions to the most 
complex situations, providing 
the confidence demanded 
by engineering principles, 
government regulations and 
industry codes and standards.
We draw on a long heritage 

of fresh, innovative 
thinking in response to new 
technologies and challenges. 
The one consistent element 
is our commitment to 
independence, integrity and 
always doing the right thing.


